ESPORTS GAMING

PNY: THE GPU EXPERT
With over nineteen years experience with NVIDIA® gaming and professional GPUs, and the Authorized Channel Partner for NVIDIA RTX™, PNY understands how selecting the right graphics board can give you the cutting edge in ESPORTS.

PNY ESPORTS
PNY Channel Partners can help you build the ultimate, reliable and fastest gaming solution with cutting edge components to ensure your team stays ahead of the competition. One of the most important components to reduce latency and speed up reaction times is the GPU. PNY GeForce® XLR8 Gaming graphics cards with extreme gaming horsepower are the ultimate gaming solution.

NVIDIA RTX PROFESSIONAL GRAPHICS

VISUALIZATION AND BROADCAST SOLUTIONS
Gaming today is not just about the players but the whole experience in the arena and beyond. PNY Channel Partners will work with your team to assess how NVIDIA RTX professional graphics solutions can meet your in-venue needs, create sensational ESPORTS highlight reels, drive on-air broadcast, or deliver world-class streaming to an internet audience.

SCALABLE VISUALIZATION
SEE THE BIG PICTURE WITH NVIDIA RTX
Easily utilize multiple HD or 4K HDR video displays across use cases ranging from desktops, to expansive digital signage walls with NVIDIA RTX solutions.

NVIDIA RTX VIRTUAL STUDIO AND BROADCASTING
NVIDIA RTX-based digital video production workflows solve the complexity of acquiring, processing and delivering content by leveraging NVIDIA graphics processing units (GPUs). Integrated into a flexible, reliable and cost-effective system, the NVIDIA RTX Digital Video Pipeline delivers advanced capabilities from production start to finish.

FIND THE RIGHT PROFESSIONAL GRAPHICS SOLUTION
PNY provides cutting-edge NVIDIA technology to boost productivity for designers, engineers and architects. From stunning industrial design, to advanced special effects, to complex scientific visualization, PNY Pro offers a wide range of professional graphics solutions.

NVIDIA RTX™ SERIES

NVIDIA RTX A6000 VCNRTXA6000-PB
NVIDIA QUADRO RTX 8000 VCQRTX8000-PB
NVIDIA QUADRO RTX 6000 VCQRTX6000-PB
NVIDIA QUADRO RTX 5000 VCQRTX5000-PB
NVIDIA QUADRO RTX 4000 VCQRTX4000-PB
Battle Royale games demand maximum FPS. Get the competitive edge you need—powered by GeForce®.

**FRAMES WIN GAMES**

A faster graphics card delivers higher frame rates, and higher frame rates means quicker reaction time. That’s why players with better graphics cards average higher Kill/Death (KD) ratios in Battle Royale.

**UNBEATABLE PERFORMANCE**

240 FPS AND 144 FPS GAMING WITH GEFORCE

Fortnite, Apex Legends and PLAYERUNKNOWN’S BATTLEGROUNDS all demand the best hardware to win. The most important gear to achieve 240 or 144 FPS gaming in Battle Royale games is GeForce graphics cards.

**TO BE COMPETITIVE IN ESPORTS**

**COMPETITIVE GAMING**

- GeForce GTX 1660 SUPER™ 6GB Blower
  - VCG16606SBLMPB
- GeForce GTX 1660 6GB Blower
  - VCG16606BLMPB
- GeForce GTX 1650 XLR8 GAMING OC
  - VCG16504SFPPB-O

**ESPORTS GAMING**

- PNY GeForce RTX 3090 24GB XLR8 Gaming REVEL EPIC-X RGB™ Triple Fan Graphics Card
  - VCG309024TFXPPB
- PNY GeForce RTX 3080 10GB XLR8 Gaming REVEL EPIC-X RGB™ Triple Fan Graphics Card
  - VCG308010TFXPPB
- PNY GeForce RTX 3070 8GB XLR8 Gaming REVEL EPIC-X RGB™ Triple Fan Graphics Card
  - VCG30708TFXPPB
- PNY GeForce RTX 3060 Ti 8GB XLR8 Gaming REVEL EPIC-X RGB™ Dual Fan Graphics Card
  - VCG306010DFXPPB
- PNY GeForce RTX 3060 12GB XLR8 Gaming REVEL EPIC-X RGB Dual Fan Edition
  - VCG306012DFXPPB
- PNY GeForce RTX 3060 12GB XLR8 Gaming REVEL EPIC-X RGB Single Fan Edition
  - VCG306012SFXPPB

Have questions on ESPORTS GPU solutions? Contact your PNY team at GOPNY@PNY.COM